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WILL HE TIIIED.
'Washington, Jan. 10.—The
secretary of war has: ordered at
Corporal
martial
of
e
lo
iuowles, Company A, Twentyfifth infantry, now under arrest
at El Reno, charged with having
shot Captain Mackin, on the
night of December 21.

PROFESSOR LIEB
NO '1POT LIGHTS
CASE IS
'LAYING ON STAR
DECIDED TO RESIGN PLACE
•
_
When "Girl and Bandit"OpensIn Time For Board to Secure
at Evansville

Judge Reed Will Ex_ press Ills Opinion
in the Marketmas.
ter Controversy in
the morning
.

His Successor

• •

Dena
:

I Car and Balky Team Con, to Deprive Mims Gillette
of Advantage.
.

SCENE ItY

SCATTERED

10 CENTS PER WEEK
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,
He Has, :tirade a Most Excellent Superintendent and Has Benefited
Schools.

.

AROUND

HAS PLA NS

FOR

• •
GRAVEL ROADS OF
TRUCK BY A WIRE MOLTEN
ON TOP OF BOX CAR
METAL M'CRACKEN COUNTY

TRIP: R1V1alt BILL.
Washington, Jan. 10.—It is
announced the rh:ert and harbors
bill, marrying about $70,000,000,
will be presented to the house
next Week by Representativt• Bur.
ton, of Ohio, chairman of the rivers anti harbors conntettee,

e
Foreman Lehnhard Clings to
Running Board

Is

Removes all Traces
of Twenty.Seven
Workmen in Steel
Minn the City of
Pittsburg

Third Man to Be Injured in This Way
but All Escape by Miracle
-From Death, •
t
..
WIRE D4

THE FUTURE.

.

S

POWDER SET'OFF
BY EARTHQUA k

RKMOVED

AT ONCE.

•

the

Hope

of Supervisor

Bert Johnson
...

Would Be Actual Seeing if $150,000
m
liVere Spent on Improveentate
at Once.

•

. t

THOUSAND

DOLLARS

DAMAGE.

.

instri
thee face byby a heavy inmiS
attreudekelet
Supervisor - Bert
County
Road
In confermta with an inteution
Atenti'd a flying passenger train
Johnson has -returned to the city after
expressed several months ago to his
moving at the rate of 50 miles an
*ilv, '
Cohn
. Lehnhard, foreman of' switch engine
a tour of the county and reports that
intimate frit:rids, and known to The
*
hour, p roperty men with the "Girl
of
1856,
was
Toot
No.
thrown
to
the
all damage doraacounty roads by the
es.
Sun, Prof..'.. C. Lieb will resign the
and the Bandit company" are worka feet moving box car yesterday ef- recent rains ens been repaired ex.
superintendency of the Paducah pubing the r fingers to the bone to rePittsburg, Pa., Jan., 10.—An , ex- cept poseibly .n one or two places
Another 24 hours will settle the lie schools, effective at the end of the Theory Concerning Disaster ternoon on the Illinois Central bepair "props" and seenery damaged
Harrison
•
and
streets;
tween
Madison
plosion
of a furnace occurred at the where just a title-repair work itancepresent
school year. Prof,sor Lieb
in a co llision with a street car at contention between the board of pubin PennsylVallia
and saved himself from serious if not Jones and Laughlin Steel works last essary.
,
Ninth el.reet and Broadway at 1 lie works and the general council as will hand in his resignation to the
fetal injaries, by desperately cling- night. Three are known to be dead
se will not be able- to tell-the excom to the right to appoint marketmaster, board in ample time;so that the trueo'clock this morning. That a.,
'
ing to the- running hoard of the car, seven are in the hospital with aeri- tent of damage ii. dollars. and cents
plete presentation of the production sewer itrepector and wharfrnaster, as tees may be looking around for his
Se-ellen
and
engine was stopped by the en- one burns and injuries and 24 are to the reads because of the -last rains
liaison
The
Noma
ittaaja.
succeseor
circuit
and
court can go. Both
not be compelled to
le given the public at Evansville to_ far as the
him, missing.
gineer; Gibbons, who -missed
Distinct Shocks and Rocking of
until the end of the month when all
night d petals entirely upon the sue- sides have said they will prosecute taleatettances.
The exploeion was caused by the bills for Material and labor come in,"
and
the
injured
man
was
rescued.
Houses,
appeals,
in
Professor Lieb's heettli has not
cess of the mechanics in their novel, the case to the (-Mut' of
of accumulation of gas at the base of he explaaned, "but I have enough
be been of the best since coming here.
which event the litigation will
I.ehnhard was standing on top
portable workshop,
the furnace around vvhien aa men data to figure nearly what the exlong
drawn
this
decision
out, but
but he stayed a year longer than lie
The Pot light machines, the banthe car, one of a string of fifteefi bewere working. But one eeraped inju- Dense will be. I think it will amount
dias th one, and several important will decide the injunction,.and put had at first intended not desiring to STORE
the
shop
yards
from
pushed
to
HOUSES THREATENED. mg
ry.
Tons ef molten metal poured over to no more than $lataa.
one
the
market
man
of
in charge
leave the schools in the lurch. To leat
"preps" used -in the production were
the river. Lehnhard did not notice
the workmen and for a space of 30
"There were three places where a
daivagecI. Mr. McFarland, the bee_ house and- the sewers until the case friends he stated that he had iatinCd-,
that the wire hung too low. He failfeet about the furnace the metal groat dead of damage was done. The
ed 'returning to the university and
tone, st Lase' at the train that he did is finally adjudicated.
ed. to stoop and the wire caught him
flowed to a depth of four feet.
. greatest was at Gum Stirrings bridge
Hollidaysburg, , Pa., , Jan. 10.--. across the
Circuit Judge William Reed said taking a highei degree
tr one
not kno w how -seriously the accident
- and on alie right
alarms
of
fire
were
alavo
his
Buildings
of
Standard
PoWder
the
arnmeda
on the,Olinton road, eight miles out.
made
up
his
today
that
he
has
mind
year of work, but he cha
would iffect the play tonight, but
cheek, just below the eye. Perceivatply sent in and all the ambulances The bridge was washed down. It was
e , conajtny, four miles dietant, were destated t mi. he did not think the spot in the matter and will announce his plans. He has several pla
ing that no -foreman was in sight
r&• stroyed by an exploeior early this Gibbons stowed his eagiwe_ _Lan__ in the city were called.
a wooden structure and had to be ralight inn,chines could be got in order. deasion tomorrow morning. In this one of them being to ac'. .
'
-- . orntnr. :-Nn- -Iirm- leel**Tottt- The
----IllkaatarAIMS111 Steel. - -=
4. t practically.
Street cer No. 55, liewlandtoWn MSS E. C. Bell was elected market- fessorehtlifil a college a ,fr
hard was found hanging to the run. Seven,
who
•
were
able
to
eau*
damage
will
The
exceed
$100,e00.
The
i
eecontI
'was
at
Hard
Bundesrnan
sewer
in- the degree; but he has n.
Money
Motorman Matiocx and Conduc_ master and A.
ning board and as soon as the last
from -the hot metal w"
iththeir lives bridge near the Graves county line.
residences of John Walls, a , mile creak of the
tor Jo den, was derailed at Teeth spector by the general, council, in cider on his comae.
hard set. brakes ceased,
were taken to the hospital but all This bridge sank 26 Inches and had
from the plant was Mown to pieceeas
Profeesor Lel) is a scholarly
and Bur nett streets. It was replaced accordance with an ordinance prohe descended to the ground
badly
trace of the missing Is lost. It ista be leveled again. The third was
was also the home -of Aegest Cooper. shaken up and with
sffortly yefore 1 o'clock and ran full Yidin.g for their elertion, and in ac- tleman, and one thoroughly hota
ugly
gash
On
an
thought that they were buried in the at Maxon's Mill, where the road
watAtesprogress -and the flames are the cheek.
custom. Afterward and enthusiastic in school work. He
Speed t , Broadway. It was en route eordance with
molten steel and their bodies con- washed away. This was the first job
oral* way towards the storeto the ;bed. One of Thom/money the board of Nitta. works appointed has done much for the improvement
'.
Don
- ,
Wire
a
Hoo
sumed.
wad
house
where
I worked on. At Lamont and other
5,014
kegs
of
powder
marketmaster
and
A. of the Paducah Public schools,
transfer wagons was loaded 40 the J. E. Patter
(Thief Peter Snyder, of the Fourth Places damage to the amount of about
This wire has proven a nee doe to
top wit 1 scenery en route to Elev- Fraake sewer inspector.. These two has been instrumental in securing a and two carloads of dynamite are
railroad, men and since Sunday three tire district, fell from a trestle and $100 was done, but these are Inca
,enth str ?et and Broadway to be load_ nominally enjoined the .councilman- general increase in salaries for the
•
switchmen have been struck by it was seribusly injured.
dental to the above,
teachers.
ed on t he baggage car. The horses ic appointees from acting,
A hose carriage in answering the
The first was W. L. Cooper why, was
May Be F.artleptake.
No intimation is given as to
To Bum More Roads.
balked ind would go neither backe I am greatly interested
Williamsport, Pa., Jan.. la.—Re- knocked to the roof of a boia car alarm was struck by a street car, seward n yr forward, and the driver Judge Reed's decision, but a signiflStrike Is Settled.
in the reports teem ifarrisbur.g. Pittsburg, Sunday night. He escaped injury by riouely injuring two firemen. The aort of Coirrity Attorney Alben Dark.
Goldfield, Nev., Jan. I0.—T
was foreed to leave his wagon, drive cant fact was his calling for a copy
to the fortunate position in which he windows of the car were 'Mattered i
as to the legality of the counts
the horses to the stable for another of the ordinance, uneer whSch the miners' strike in this district was Blactraille and Clearfield, tend
confirm
a
belief
acted.
The
board
of
explosion
of fell. The second was L. Shumakets and a -panic among She passengers borrowing $1-50a
council
that
the
general
team.
settled last night when by a vote of
rata which td
d
who was felled 11,y the wire Tuesday ensued. Two women were trample.
build gravel roads end
The e sr came along and Motorman etablic works contends tnat the omit- two to one te
concrete
the miners decided te re- the Powder mill neaePsHollidayseurg
"
AII Informtion
a
Refused.
Metres* menial not sea distinctly, the trance 'is of no avail end -that 'the slime work immediately on the terms ahalY dite spawning arewelther- tire.re. afternoon. Lohnhartl was the third,
.ridges, If tilts can2"-ne etinte.we writ'
About the entrance- to the mill,wo- • to
wagon, teeing ,been left jest beyond marketmaster, wharfmaster and aew-, proposed by the cemtnittee. The set- suit of an earthquake shock distinct- and the wite was taken down Mine- n e every road in the county graymen,
men and chadren gathered an
diately
when
the
traction
ly
company
felt
here
or
it.
coincidental
eimply
with
inspectes
are
employes of tlemeet'was greeted, with general sateled and concrete bridges built, if my
Breathe a at the west eel of the er
t
made frantic efforts to gain admit
From all cities come reports of three was notified of the third accident,
ideas are carried out. Thil can be
swkbch Ilrect:y in the middle of the the hoard of pubtie works, not city !steel-Ion.
tame. The officials; at the mill redistinct
shocks,
some
of
which
conofficials.
done with no cost of interest, it
track. 'atiock rang his bell but the
• fused, to allow anyone to enter Intinned two and three seconds.
The ordinance was not masted ar
He then
w it
wagon did not -move.sa
might be said. lain roads cost a
formation was refnsed all newspaper
Reed
celled
petition
and
Judge
the
was wit aout horses,
great deal annually to keep up. Not
men. A heavy guard of foreign work4
Reve sing his power he tried to for it. The fact was a point appara shovelful would hare to be put on
in Sweden.
men was placed at the yard's endedants.
tan
the
tly
in
favor
of
stop, h t too late. The car struck en
a gravel road ordinarily In S sears.
Stockholm, Jan. 10.— Two dis.
trance and even the police were rowthe wag an and with a crash scenery
and this expense and the annttal levy
finet sharp earthquake shocks were
erless
to
get
past.
MEET TONIGHT AND ORGANISE
was stre wn about the street. A piece t4CHNIITZ CIPHER;,RUFX FIGURE. '(RE Siff AMONG PATRONS OF felt at several points in Sweden this
applied. on Interest wouldbe eliminB y ELECTING PRESIDENT.
_,..e.._
WEST KENTUCKY RAILROADS. morning. Dispatches say rocking of
of the b todit's throne was found this
ated. • In the matter of concrete
_
ARMOUR TO BUILD MODEL CITY
morning In the street car.
bridges you can see where the emirSan Francisettrand Juror Declares
houses at several Wares caused
.0.
,
.
a
eeee estimate our damage be- ' Mayor Is Not Real Chief.
hasty exodus by alarmed occupants.
orny. comes in: When a new plank is
Will Make Workers Comfortable
tween $200 and $300," Mr. McFarneeded one has to be hauled to the
Possible Deadlock May Prevent May.
People Are Paying Fares, to Whom
Around New Packing Plant,
Sae Francisco, Jan. 10.— Attorney
land sai I. "We have -been playing in
bridge and when the bill, comes in,
or Yeiser Delivering His
In Norway.
the Sensate)11 Is I.11II1
1 Ual
bad lac E lately, meeting with acci- Agit representing Mayor Schmitz in
is
for something like $3 or $4. The
Ales.sage.
Annual
'
Christiana,
Jal%
1.0.—Two severe
,
Some Instances.
Minneapolis, Jan. 1-0.— Ogden Armissing trains,(he case against the executive, today
cc
dent after accident,
actual work of nailing the board
earthquake Meeks were felt here
creation
of
mour is at work on the
and ex eriencing all kinds of diffi- called to the stand F,oreman Oliver.
down with its coat will not exceed 25
tele morning, accompanied by rumb.
a model city. With fountains playeulty. A Evansville tonight we will of the grand jury, in an effort to
aerate Concrete bridges would. need
ling like thunder. Telegrams show ,
abounding,with
With foie- Republican holdovers ing anal garden spots
"Pass, pries, wno has got the snocks were felt In ther towns of
(roulade 5 have to play with no spot prove that the Jurors were. prejudlcno such repairs.
and four new Democratic members beautiful parks and patches of lawn
lights u less we can apacere one ed against the mayor and Boss Abra- pass?" is the new game interesting Norway. Disturbances
° caused alarm
"We have Ivo mate of graveled.
landscape,
and
with
the board of aldermen affords an ex- brightenieg the
there."
ham Ruef. Oliver said he had been railroad nren in general, and 25 Pa- but no damage is .reported,
,
.,
deadlock, a cleanly cottages and paved, washed roads in McCracken. Thor cure 300
reheat
opportunity
for
a
amazed by the mass of corniption the ducahans are playing a star part in
condition that promises to exist more streets, a model city is to rise about more to gravel. I estimate that there
the game. So far the pass has not
AY BE PRETENDER.
jury uncovered and declared:
Felt in Russia.
or leas throughout the year. The old the Armour packing plant in' north. will be ten bridges to put up this
Teheras, Persia, Jan, 10.—
and been disclosed, nor will it, and the
'
"I regard- Schmitz as acipher
•
Yekaterlaburg. Rueet- -a, Jan. 10.7-- members are Aldermen Earl Palmer, east Minneapolis. The complete de- seer, and we want only the beet
Great excitement was caused byuef
amount of hard cash "coughed up''
R
as a figure."
Two earthquake shocks were felt- C. H. Chat:Main
Samuel Hubbard tails have yet to be worked out.but which 'are the cheapest in the long
retawl a from Lurietan that Alain
During the examination of Juror by Paducahans who fiad heretofore
.
here this morning.
The aldermen- it is asserted that the Armour city rum"
R.
Hank.
and
Harry
Fat alima. third son, the late
Rothenberg, Attorney ghortridge asa- been fneerid teah passes over the
Supervisor Johnson says that CounMinneapolis will be everything
It
John
-Little,
are
B.
D.
Hannan,
'
elect
chat) uts raised an army of 16.r..
ed a question to which Assistant lats-' Illinoirs Central and dumped Into the
roE. W. Baker and Dr. P. H. Stewart. that "Packlagtown" at Cnicago is fa Attorney Barkley will not Be re_OW n men and is preparing tlf.
trict Attorney Heney objected as in- road's coffers, is astonishing.
quired to r&-port before April, and
$2.000,000
building
of
the
probanot.
The
Chamblin
Alderman
C.
If.
• •ran in the hope, suiting, whereupon Judge Du_nne ormarch om,,Tch.
Even Superintendent A. H.' Eisen
ha- wilt be- the Republican candidate Armour -plant. probekly- will come that ahosalattersvallatet .be Islamism-led
of eat turing the throne:
dered Shtirtridge to his seat, saying: who ho'rds the guiding relies of the
to the board before that time. and .13a
. i D.f Hannan the Democratic MC IICC in March Or Apr11.
"You have Insulted every branch Louisville division
can
not issue
.
presidency.
or
the
POUR I VAIPLE ARE AFTER
of the administration of-justieeatatal passes to persons not employe& by
tlanging,st Knoxville: --------- 4A1'S fiEtTILE -ST. PIERRE
If the organization Is effected to-,
NIQUE CAFE WHEN SQLD. will hear nothing further from aga." tee road sad holders of annual passKnoxville, Tenn., Jan. 1.0.—John
SOUTH OF hflOWIN)UNDLAND
night Mayor Yelser will submit his
•
..... es in Paducah have had to buy'ticks
•
,
Thomas,
a negro, was leanged here toto
message,
but
he
may
have
annual
A. E. Boyd, assignee of the Unique
10.
'Jackson,
Kv.,
Jan.
There
'is
a
Bridge Goesi Dowel.
eta this year for the first time le mahold It until he cells the lower board day for the assasaination ef Ernest
Montreal, Jan. 10.— The French
- lye buyers for
cafe, ha e- four prospect
terror here on account of the Hargis
Santayarbara, Cal., Ja'n. 10.—The up years.
Perkins, another negro, in a railroad Canadian newspaper, La Presse, anIn epecial session.
..
the Mac -nat private sale but does not bridge over the Sairdaynez river
trials.
Is
not
holdJudge Cams
Recently a Paducah • banker who feud.
In the meantime a lot of saloon camp here.
flounced- today that the Islands of St.
before Saturday. collapsed late yesterday carrying s20.
expect
.
a intimately connected in a Imaricas ing court today and probably will keepers
are anxiously awaiting the
Pierre and Miquelon will be sold by
Three f the buyers are restaurant people into the
he
river. , Two were and social way with a high official not do so until troops, for which
of the board of alderfnen on WANT • PLANK PAVEMENT
decision
France to-' Japan. The paper's aumen an I one has never been In the drowned and Revere] injared. -.
Armed
menc
,
-,
arrive.'
has
asked
•
of the Minnie Central. received a
- FOR SCHOOL CHILDREN thortty for the statement Is "a dielicense question. It is Intimated
he
business
streets.
There
Is
danger of
,
telegram to meet the official at Emil- crowd the
to
12 will decline
that the alder
.
tin-guished Italian, who is visiting in
an outbreak at any time. Anti-Harton.
He
his
own
way.
bad
to
pay
Colonel R. R. Sutherland, of the Canada."
HOME
.
the action of the lower
BULGER IS coMING
COTA)NEL KILLED...
els men believe Hargis will be ac- oodeur in
WITH DETECTIVE 11(KME there and hack. Big contractors who board in granting licensee to saloons Illinois Certral caboose department.
10.—
LotIr, Poland: Jan.
do thousands of dollars worth of qiiitted at the present trial and are against which protests are made.
and a member of the board of fire
_
_
The island of St. Pierre is !cleated
(seen a Andrt•jaff, chir•f of the
crowing
d
operate.
work for the road monthly, can not
anti police commiseioners, will so- nff
..
Jim litilger, who is In fall at Parthe south coast of Newfoundland,
gentle me* here, was aesa.sinatwere transportation gratis, and it
NEW _To KEior cHimmAxtinip. pear befot -, the board of aldermen The
is. Tenn., will be returned to Peelle
ed tot ay, a revolver was used by
k, and vegetation
surface la
la hard for them to get into the habtonight to plead for relief for railrah- tonight, the requisition papers
is scanty. It 'Forms, wart the Mkitaethe ot outman, vvho escaped after
it of paying for their passage.
.
road men and echoer Calkiren ,by se.
arriving here this morning. Bulger
ion istands Immediately northwest, s
tiring the shots,
ts
Will Not Call Meeting to
caring
a dry walk from Jackson colony
by
cengrees
Whets.
tp.
law
passed
accused of cutting a blacksmith
MetPr-Is
belongine to France. It Il
manent fleaublican Chief.
ea.
. teieg
Street to the Illinois Central snop ereseett by three
named Bailey Saturday night at the went into effect the first of the year,
IRS. EUSTIS DEAD.
lumber
be
yards,
He
will
ask
that
winked
holding
passes
those
at
Ten.
It.
Hotel Richmond. He ~aped to
•
Indianapolis. Jan. Ire—Harry S. provided to build a. foot walk along Wee The permanent population of
was meant
Widow of Seeretary of Confederate netesee tee was arrested at Paris on but the)' soon realized it
vrhooesterday succeeded George the fill riiiining frorn Jackson street the colony Is 4748, of whom 347.1
New,
Chief of Police for business and no better demonInstructions from
liagatk.n at Paris.
are Pon 94. Pierre. 778 on Miquelon
BeCortelean isaehairman of the Re- l'
to the shop yards, and believes he
Louisville Ky., Jan. 10.—(SpeJames Coaine. Detective Tta.T. Moore stration of the railroad's itpholding it
anti -Langley and 491I on tole An
sa'd
.
committee,
national
publlean
.
will he a,ble to convince the, board
Paris, Jan. 10.—Kra. George 3. wit) go to -Paris this afternoon and could be had than the experiences of cial)--the tetnkraptry proceedings
Chine.
.
occasion for that it is absolutely neeessa 1 ,night that he saw
last
er_
holders
since
the
New
annual
peas
against E. Relatopf a-re Meng
Eustis Phiterain-law of the late James bring Bulger back tonight.
St, Pierre Is the capital of Mo.
e
that
of
meeting
@Pada!
-Year cents. in.
guest in federal court before Judea eallialf a
B. Enst ft, who was American, ambasFreneh totems. of . St. Pierre and
e
permanent chairman
rir hod)' fo select. a
Evans. J, C. Flournoy opened
!radar to France, la dead. MTS. Ells
Mienelon, on, the acertheast side la
..
his policy
as acting
to
Referring
tile creditors, while Juage Campbell
Hope for the Ponce.
tls Ives the widow ef George Eustis.
the island of St. Pierre, It is cornchairman, he said that he
., had always
repreartlye'
Pensacola. 'Fla.. Jan. 10.—Shortly arid Attorney Roos follotred for the
Jr.. wh y
partly bulk of atone, has a Vonvortit
WEATHER -- Threatening;
it to be the function of a
were
Allegations
made
defendant.
a
to
the
Thirt
efourth,
and
•
before
believed
a
"
HI "
f
midnight tonight the wireless
hy
,Louisla
like
"k °"113T"
newspaper and a irrod h-aabor, and
a
rain
probably
tonight or vrklay.
statement
newspaper Herniatop
fmii. militicel committee to elect the pat„the
became
atettob at the Pensacola navy yard hie
Thirty-A ft h eongresses, i And
defendant
that
Is an Important fishing station.
Rising temperetnre. The high.
select
to
that ip. worth any consideration
alit'
not
candidates
ty'e
.
eeereta r i• of the flonfederate lertioo
picked tip a message from the steam- real estate men, who appraised the
, ........_
and that is the' daily detailed
.
est temperature . yeNterday was
.
taem. and that the fact that he he(be
er
Ceram*, 441)101 151 believed to have reit- estate, onlg made a eireeory exin Parlor 1.°i-flail/led In the" "
'otatemeni. The Stan is the only
MAnErr.
eittAtI4
at
e
'
Joshed
47
and
the
today
,
watt
r.
ranking
Ilit.tvet.
tit
caper
um*the
r
Warm/1Whe
T
conrenteatone
Titill4chute of the war, and was
les, thresh paper printing such • lin toirlIe everdnO Pon't;e. from -Po - allIteetblit and
--is not a shrewd *ethics: move
Ito Rico
e will emeinne this afternonn. mittee
w* to
ed by M W ater Washhurh to necotiate
co for New York. It w
elatement.
0, Dar 10 --Wheat
Cinchirati,
fheaaninmede
.
Depoeitlene from Paducah have not intended In rawest or
iJeani and tedrieemed tø Gov. and Mr
a postal peaty with the French gov•
presidency.
75
1-2;
corn,
44;
Oats, $1
anyone
for
the
of
didacy
f
yet arrived.
,Witt:Von..
are meat.
.

SEES ORDINANCE

EXPLOSION OF GAS

ALDERMEN

PASSES

REIGN OF TERROR
AT HARGIS TRIAL

4

oiror

REHKOPF CASE IS
NOW BEING HEARD

no

•

w-as

•

from

,

I

JANrArtl: 10.

.
PADVCA-ti EVEY1Y-:i
'
THE

PAGE TWO.

HONEST MEASURE
FOR WATERWAYS

Co.

Rudy,

219'223 BROADWAY

i'heatritta -Wvtes

•
AT THE Kh:liTt'CKI".
Willard Mack and
Thursday
Carries Appropriation of Sev
3littude -f.eone iti high-claue drama.
in
Crosutan
enty-Two Million Dollars
Friday — Henrietta
etileif-a-Sudden Peggy."
Saturday—Matinee and night—
C.
Leone
Willard Mack and Maude
Lest. ()pen to Charge of Protecting
e.
repertoir
in
M.
-inhere
of
Interests
Penonal

Wait and Look

1 EXTRA BIG FRIDAY SPECIAL
1 c

of Congress.

“THE GM, AND THE BANDIT."
It was refreshing to hear real opera
comeelea
after a deluge of musical
ONLY THE MA.VIGABLE STREAMS and alleged musical comedies, uhich
;
were neither musical nor comedies
other,
the
and
reason
that
an for
was excellent, and
Chicago, Jan. 10.— John Calahan that the company
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ing,
entertain
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Bandit"
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excellent
an
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are both all
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000
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amount
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$73,000,000
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McFarlan
J.
George
and
charge of protecting the personal in- stance;
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performance.
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appearance
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e
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McFarian
000
hero.
more than $12,000,
thorized for the construction of an- the best of It in the selection of lyother lock for the Soo canal and the rics, for all' his numbers are gems.
construction of a better channel In Little Leoni Pam, as Queeressa, made
Detroit river. The commerce affected a hit with her eccentric comedy, secby these projects amounted last year ond to nobody else. The comedians:
Seen 'Mylle, remembered here for his
to 55,000,000 tone.
It is proposed to also provide $2,- work in "The esee of Spice," as Dan400,000 for improvement of the Me- iel Clancy, an Irish -American mllsiesippi between Cairo and St. Louis, lionalpe: William Sellery, the Image
to be distributed over a period of" profundes bandit, and Carl Kahn as
four years. Another large improve- Alesandro; all received flattering aft
---of-the audience.
ment will be that of Boston harbor, tendon at the hati&
it is Intended to authorize Frederick -Knight, the tenor lover.
which
for
219-222 Brosdway
0,000.
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who sang little, but plotted much,
voice and
pitched
with his high
blonde hale contrasts well with the
Needs of the Ohio.
A sub-committee of the river and vocal depth and dark complexion of
to Count de Romano. Carrel McComas.
harbor committee begatt today
and
rivers
the
as Cherry, sang several chorus Songs
of
portion
draft that
harbors bill which will relate to the in a catchy manner. W. H. ThompThe eub-commietee is son played the part of an English
Ohio river
romposed of Representatives Ache- dude .to perfection. The dancing of
son, Dovenor, Banknead and Spark- Miss Madeline Anderson added to the
man. It has been virtually' decided pleasing effect of the performance.
that instead of trying to follow a The scenery Ad costumes are elegant
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general scheme of improvement of and artistic.
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Meredith,"
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With Standard Oil Problem and
however,
ments.
Its Situation,
ducted zeways with a view to the ul- Theeennpany made a hit the flog two
timate canalization of the entire riv- rights of the week. Saturday matier so as to provide a 9-foot stage.
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49c

49c

Our January Clearance Sale

Including Every Depat tment

Genuine China Table Set

After inventory each Itar we have
a general clean-up sale. This year
larger than ever. Look for ad.

49 Cents
Having made a direct importation of a large quantity of these lovely
Decorated China Table Sets, on Friday morning, promptly at 9
o'clock, let e will offer them tot-you for

RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

Forty=Nine Cents
for full set; only one to a custonier. This is strictly a first-class article,
not a "second" in the lot, and just like cuts above. Any one of the
pieces worth the price asked for the full set. None reserved sar_laid,
aside except on out-of-town phone orders.

CbeKentuckv' SEPARATE SCHOOLS
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and Saturday
Nights
MATINEE SATURDAY

Willard Mack and Maude
Leone Stock Co.

Topeka Jan. 10.—The railroads
.nd the Standard Oil company were
Ise chief tapies of Governor Hoch's
niessage today ta the legislature,
which convened acre. The governor
urged that Kansas continue the fight
aosiasit corporations, which he said
succeesful one. He fahad been
vored as Anti-pass la* lower railroe.' ratei strict enforcement of the
prohibition laws, a primary election
Jaw and new regulations to govern
state banks.
The iegistotior a tried at Standerd
0:1. he said had made e possible for
independents to do Valens suocesefully and t.as savt4 consumers of
oil $541.41,000 a year.. The only soletion of tee race problem, he de!are& was the establishment of

bill.
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Saturday night it is "Raffles."
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Last Night.
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Morton Hand; chancellor. F. H.Flan- Jey Mies Croeman's. inimitable comMinister.
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$1.00, $2.50, $3.00 and $3.50 Razors for 87 Cents

Sample Razor Sale Going On

McPHERSON'S DRUG STORE

FRIDAY NIGHT, JAN. 11
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HENRIETTA CROSMAN

Big Stock of Shaving Supplies at the Best 'Prices
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RED HOT MESSAGE
BEING PREPARED

eliser0

Concerning Brownsville Incident, It Is Said

ORIGINAL
61,1DWEISist

Foraker Sees He Has Gone Too Far
And Im Now Ready to Gracefully Retire.

THE

COLORADO

RIVER

('ASE

WaAshingron, Jan. 10.— Another
red hot presidential message to congress is being piepared at the white
house. It will deal with the Brownsvial° affair, and is scheduled to reach
the senate the first of next week. Aceornpanyin.g the message will be the
new eeldence gathered in Texas by
Mr. 1C.urdyr assistant to'the atAorneyRenerar,-•vbieh will show kt alfino
ability, that there is no need of a eongretsionall investigation.

gns Suprem

rt

is understod that it. wilt come
pretty near clinching things as far
as the facts are concerned, and unless the senate acts on the Foraker
resolution this week the main fight
of the Ohio senator will have been

-9

•

•

•

•••

In vain.
Washington
Information reached
tonight regarding the nature of the
report that Mr. Pundy will make the
He has established bepresident.
yond doubt it is said, that the first
shots fired In tee Brownsville affair
came -from inside the barracks; that
coTored soldiers and not white men
with bs.ackined faces, as charged by
the constitution league. ran through
the streets of Brownsville firing murderhusly as they went; that burets
fired on the night ,of the "Shooting
up:of. the town have been found, and
they are of the kind used;in-ffie rifles
carried bv the Seldiers.
.to those essential points
In additiot
Mr. Purdy Neill present affidavits bear
lag on various 6ther features all tend
ing to prove beyond question that
colored soldiers stationed > at Fort
Brown were gui:ty of the outrage.
--President Roosevelt is not relaxitig -attentfon for a moment from the
eituation now existing In the senate.
He had several conferences yesterday
and today with administration senators lookizrg to plans for . meeting
"any coup that may be sprung by the
'e. Among Laose he talked
other
with - todiy were Senators Lodge and
Knox.' Later in the • day Senator
Knox and Senator Firoraker conferred
together for a long time in the senate chamber over a new formof compromise resolution.
Senator Foraker apparently realizes that de has overplayed himself
to some degree and is now willing to
save himself as beet Its can in the
eyes of the country. It is true that
the origami Lodses amendosetrt spee4president's
flca1lY recognizing the
power to discharge solaters would
have been defeated if put to a direct
vote, but teat s1oe not mean that a
majority of the senate at Iraltrt doubts
It does
the president's power.
mean that a good many senators on
the one hand are afraid of tire "big
stiek.g and .that several ambrtious
etateemen on the other, fear the coloreiff vote,- the situation is such as
to make a so-called1 compromise most
acceptable all ardund, but it will not
come until there has been a good deal

ANHEuSERButh
BREWING ASSOCIATION STIOUIS

dark for a time.

The Growth in Sales is the Evidence
8,000 Barrels
•
18,000 Barrels
•
• 131,000 Barrels
• 702,000 Barrels
• 939,768 Barrels
. 1,006,495 Barrels
. 1,109,315 Barrels
. 1,201,762 Barrels
. 1,365,711 Barrels
. 1,403,788 Barrels

1865
1870
1880
1890
1900
1901.
1902
1903
1904
1.905

1906 • 1,543,468 Barrels of Beer
-

udvireiser
Sales for 1906

162,70 e7iO Bottles
This Exceeds that of All Other BOTTLED BEERS.
- The high standard of quality, fine flavor and exquisite
taste have won for Budweiser its great popularity.

of noise.
The speech of Senator Daniel
(Dem.) this afternoon was a most
logical presentation of the summar3
power of the command6r-1n-ohief of
the army, both conatitutional:y end
under the articles of war and other
statartea. Aer in any other Instances
where he has gone up against the
senate it now, as though the president w,ill achieve a victory that will
be hie:11y pleasing to hInealtnotzgli
ih other enees, the eltration looked

•

PXDUCATIF ETTNINTP BUY

We court the
investigation of
all Pure Food
Commissions. "

Anheuser-Busch Brewing Ass'n
St. Louis, U. S. A.
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Aelleage On Colorado
I resident Rooservet is expecting
to send to congress within the next
week or ,wo -a Thence dealing with
conlitione In aoethern Ca:ifornia as
*result ot.the break in tee Colorado
river at a point along that stream
where an intake feeds the canal of
the California Development Company
engaged In tlae business of
*Met
eupplying water to settlers in the mlpert) valley on the American aide
•
of the boulder.
Officials tie* nay it is evident that
the development companies must repelt- tue break t'sr go out of business.

Jew members of the board arc Cul- tax purposes of the Adams and AmPepper Excnm. of Birmingham, Ma,; erican Exprees ,connianies The asV. Fitzsimmons. of Columbia, S. C.
sessments made agtinst the Adams
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Louisville, Ky., Jan, 10.—.After a Ark.; O. M. Fisher,
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Mrs, Elizabeth S. Burnett.
Mrs. Elizabeth S. Burnett, theitrife
Dellghtfui Evening.
of Judge Theodore L. Burnett of LouThere was an enjosable party at
isville, skied at the family home in
the residente of Mrs. B. S. Clark,
that city on Monday.
Nort-h Twelfth
street, -"Wednesday
Sae was a cherter member of the
everfing. The rooms were beautifully
Albert Sitinely Johnston -Chapter of
decorated in palms and evergreens.
the United Daughters of the ConfedElegant refreshments were served
eracy, and was State Regent of the
during the evening. The guests were
Daughters of the Revolution: She
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ing, Enirre Langston, Ora Holt, EmJudge and Mrs. Burnett celebrated
'
Marked exceptionally low at first, this is
Marriage Licenses.
ily and Katherine Pieper, Louise
wedding anniVersary
golden
their
Mack Brewer, count), 18, to Mary
An opportunity to' obtain furs at little
Rottgering, Isabelle Griffith
May
fir
ago.
more than manufacturers' cost.
McFadden, Dorris Dale, Mrs. Sigford L. Boyd, county, 16.
She as an aunt of Mr. Muscoe Burand, Messrs. Leslie Banister, of Ednett, of this city.
Circuit Court.
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suit
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a
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ston, Carl Holt, George. McFadden,
Buried In Same Coffin.
Henry Rottgeing, John Pieper, Urie against Eliza Edwards for divorce
wife, of
John Carruthers and
five
the
of
separaon
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ground
Griffith Herman Toot, Steve Long,
county, were buried at Ma)Graves
tion. They married in Tennessee in
Jake Adams, Torrence McFadden.
field, in the same coffin, built espe1901 and repaiited in January,1902.
cially for them . They died on hour
The case of Effie Wilson against
Magazine Club.
apart Tuesday of pneumonia after a
Lyman Wilson was dismissed withMiss Minaie Ratcliffe is hostess of
brief illness. The husband was 70
closed on an attachment for two debts
out prejudice.
the Magazine club this afternocin at
the wife 60 years old, and were
and
aggregating,$193. Constable A. C.
An order referring the matter to
the nome of Mrs. Charles K. Wheelin Tennessee, but had lived in
born
Shelton will conduct the sale.'
Master Coasmissioner Cecil Reed to
er on Kentucky avenue and Fifth
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-For best coal and bundled kindtake proof of claims, was made in
etreet.
ling, phon
203, Johnston-Denker
the case of the Cita National bank,
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Coal Co.
Handle
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against the Rubber
Carpe Diem Club.
25 years old,died
Glenn
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and
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-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Mahler's
--Prof.
company.
Miss Anna Harlan, of South
at his home 1022 Clay street, yes-Drink
Belvedere the master Adults' Deering Classes will open
will
Fourth . street,
entertain the
brew.
terday afternoon of a complication of
Saturday,.Janaary 12, at 3 p. m. in
JOHN SINNOTT RETURNS
Carps Mete club this evening.
He was the 9011 of Mrs
diseases.
-Dr. Gilhert, Osteopath, 400 1-2 the K. P. hall. 'phone 910.
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Mary Edwards and had lived in Pa--(Robe Wertrivea Olieg eases and
Broadway. Phone 196.
Dance Tonight.
snort time
-When you oraer a rig from us all supplies for theta, also the best
John Sinnott, Jr., of the Thompson, ducah all h:s life except a
Mr. Geo.-ge HolO„day's dance will
spent in Memphis, whence he was
you are talking to one of the pro- line of carbons. A full line of blank take place this evening at the
last
home
returned
company,
Wilson
Red
account of
arletors or capable eetorks (not a books and all kinds of office supplies Men's hall.
evening from Sikeston, Mo., and will forced: to return home on
promptly
filled.
Old
Telephone
orders
driver or hostler) who writes, files
be confined to his room several days, ill health a year ago. He never reattack. He
Clements & Co.
and 1111,3 the order
appointed phone 434. R.
at
the result of, some one ilpliciously covered after the second
Entre Nous Club.
a brother to Almer Edwards who
-We have Slug Shot that will detime. Palmer Vransfer Co.
Mies Nell Hollapel at her home on throwing a lump of coal though an was
lost his life in a riot here years ago.
-The Illlnois Central railroad Pay stroy all Insects on plants; and Plant South Sixth street, will entertain the Iron Mountain passenger coach winby his
The deceased is survived
ear will reach PaVocah from Mounds, Food that will make plants grow. Entre Nous club tomorrow afternoon dow Tuesday. The coal struck him
Mr. James
brother,
one
and
mother
Broadway.
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Brunson,
in the face inflicting severe bruises,
111., on Wednesday, 'anuary 16, and
at 2:30 o'clock.
of Paducah. The funeral
and the shattered glass cut his eyes, Edwards,
on the 17th will pay from Paducah
this afternoon at 3
held
be
will
STATES
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to Memphis. It will be in Paducah
Miss Virelnia Newell arrived last but fortunately did not impair his
o'clock. The Lurial will be in Oak
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his
sight.
Sinnott,
Miss,
Elizabeth
again on the 19th to pay from Panight from Brownsville, Tenn.,where
Grove cemetary.
dueah to Louisville, after welch it
she spent a portion of the Christmas sister, went to Cairo to meet him.
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are
Mr
Physicians
will go to Eve,nsville and north.
who
treating
holidays with her parents, Rev. and
the market for agents. Suppose you
great
are
teethe
a
managers
feeling
Roundtrer.
Washington
sinnatt state that they are uncertain'
V.- Blythe has moved from
Newell.
Mrs. T.
come around, to 1210 North Fourth
Washington Roundtree, 78 years
Fraternity building to 525 Broadway deal of uneasiness because of the
Mr. J. A. Hauer will leave next about his right eye. Several small
street, see sanrp:es; and get city terefforts
legislation
making
secure
to
Marshal:
Sharpe.
of
resident
a
old,
next- to -Register building. (Mice
week for New Orleans where he will fragments of the mattered- window
ritory. Lady and gentle.nan agents
compelling a reduction of rates. In
county, one of the few survivors of
phones 870, residence 272.
Join Colonel Fred Kamleiter and go glass struck him in the eye ball, and
wanfed. Balsley & Young.
home
eight states, the legislatures of
his
at
died
war,
Mexican
Daily
-City subscrioers to the
to Los Angeles, c-al.. for his health. they fear it will affect the sight per- the
FOR SALE-A. handsome velvet
wnich met this winter, bills are
yesterday of heart trouble. He first , if you ended the old year rightSun who wish the delivery of theli
Miss Nellie Davis has gone to Ne- manently.
pending for the establishment of a
weeks ago and his by ansWerine some adi.-begin the carpet, a sideboard, library table,
several
ill
became
papers stopped must notify our colvada, Mo., to visit her cousin, Mrs.
maximum basis of 2 cents a mile.
life was despaired_01_ iroM the start new year even better by both using and a few other pieces of (urniture.
IN SPITE OF ALL
Ellis,
lectors or make their requests diyears and answering want advertisements. Almost new. Will be sold cheap If The officials; declare that in many
on account of his advanced
rect to The Sun office. No attention
Mr. Henry Gellman, the grover,
sold in ten days. Address A. B. C..
sections where it is proposed to make
condition. The deceased
feeble
and
s
There
('emStill
That
Is
Insist
They
His
Dawson.
has returned from
will be paid to such orders when
The Sun.
care
but
this basis operative the rate would
years
more
for
ads."
City
Calvert
near
the
lived
"follow
petit .
Decide to
given to our carriers. Sun Pub. CO.
health is greatly Improved.
be ruinous. Should the bills be passwhere he lived closely this year than last.
Sharpe
to
moved
later
-Work for half time,
WANTED
Paducah
-Drink Belvedere the
Mr. Clarence Landrum went to
ed the officials declare there will be
Chicago, Jan. 14).- Two attorneys. for 20 years. He leaves his wife and
either morning or afternoon, by combeer.
Smith-land yesterday to visit' his pardo
them
nothing
to
for
sons. They are Granville; CalDid you save some money lafftWar peteut stenographer with references.
ents, Hon. and Mrs. George W. Lan- representing the government, made four
P. Wilson, the w▪ ell known but
to the
enforcement
fignt
determined efforts today to induce vin, Garrett and Aleln Roundtree.all because of that habit you have of Can furnish machine. Address We , •
drum.
Illinois Csntral machinist of .1047 court
of
resort.
Nor
lass
of Marshall county. The funeral will "reading the store ads?" Let the 51, this office.
Staff Captain Trumbull, of the Citi the ?Ito traffic managers of transMonroe street, is confined to his are are passenger men the only ones
"habit" grow stronger-and you will
continental railroads admit that con- be held, tomorrow at Sharpe.
arrive
Army,
will
cinnati
Salvation
FOR
SALE-Stock of geeeral •
home 'fly`aft intern foot. Yesterday affected by the proposed hostile legthe
of
centration
means
make more this year than last.
ownership
a
his islation. In eighteen pirates bills are Saturday to help the local Salvation-- merchandise, located at Paul, Ill., on
afternpon he was working at
railroad
stifling of competition in
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
CLEANIN't and repairing neatly I. t. railroad, or will exchange for
bench when a brasii strap fell from pending for the purpose of endow- ists.
Chicago; W.
Dr. D. T. White, of Elkton, Jets traffic. The attorneys were Severance . Palmer-H. 0. Bogen,
Pa.ducah residence property, or small
done. Jams Duffey. :Phone 956-a.
the bench and struck his left fool. ing pailroad commissions with ratehis and Kellogg, and the traffic managers H. Uhrig, St. Louis; J. P. Hitch.
visiting
returned home after
farm near Paducah. Address or call
drug
bargain,
Hie toes were crushed.
a
at
SALF
FOR
making Demers. These measures have
brother, Mr. A. E. White, of West were J. C. Stubb, of the Sosithern Louisville; J. W.eMorris, St. Louis; t.tere stock. Address "S." care Sun. on N. L. Golightly, Paul,
writer, all been
-Sexton, the sign
introduced with the evident inPacific and Union Pacific and J. M. W. P. Hanlon, Coehocton,-;11; C. V.
street.
Clay
-Men to learn barber
-WANTEDkinds of sign and advertising writing, tention of bringing about material
FOR RENT-One nicely furl%ished
Pacific. Allison, New York; Claude Wilson.
Mrs. John Hart has returned from Hannford, of the Northern
trade. Few weeks completes. Wages
fine painting of every character. In- reduction in rates, and It is said the
North-Seventh,
220Apply
room.
Martin,
Both contended despite the consolida- Olive Hill; W. B. Blackmon;
Saturdays. Tools given. Diplomas
side work and carriage painting and losses would be still more disastrous visiting in Henderson. She was'action of interests that competition be- Tenn.; F. A. Affelbauero ,Cincinnati;
FOR SALE-GoOd, gentle blind
Agnes
Miss
sister,
her
by
cottpanied
granted, Beautiful 1907 catalogue
401e
Phone
•
_repairing.
than to cut passenger rates to a 2-Gardttere-Mayllelde -Key -Peetween the ihaete was as sharp today
- - Just out mailed free. Write, Molar-'
--"For hligli-Tgrade waTIPiper' see oent-per-mile basis. These bills will Roark-sons, Smithiand; Conn Linn, Murray;
OVERSTREET, the painter. New Barber College, St. Louis, Mo.
Mesdames Tully Harrison and as ever.
Kelly & Umbaugh, 321 Kentucky Av. be fought bitterly everywhere.
I).
C. B. Hoffman, Louisville; Dr. J.
phone 1025, eild phone 975.
Lum Wyatt are visiting Mrs. J. W.
-John Morrison professional horse
WANTED-For U. S. Army: Able::
Green, of Mayfield.
SCALDED ENGINF.ER IS A HERO Travis. Edeyville; G. B Morris, ChiFOR RKN1-Eeegant fiats, Seventh bodied unmarried men between ages
ahoer and blacksmith with G. R. SexIN OPEN AIR
cago: D. P. Smith, Cadiz; C. W. and Broadway. Apply to B. H. Scott.
Mrs. Jeanette Weille went to BiPhone
ton, Sixteenth and Madison.
of 21 And 35; citizens of United
Wade, Jr., Mayfield; G. M. Posey,
night.
last
Miss.,
Over
loxi,
Train
Crawls
Tender
Stops
and
401.
cheap-One square States, of good eharacter., ati'd temH. Bottom Takes Fresh Ozone
SALE
FOR
Memphis
Miss Claire St. John has returned
After Accident In His Cab.
-Belvedere beer is a home properate habits, who can speak, read
Treatment for Consumption.
M., care Sun.
Belvedere-A. .1. iRansom, Louis- piano. Addreas
Louisville.
from
that.
duct. Remember
anti write English. For information
FOR RENT-Pour room cottage
Mr. bouts Levy, wife and sonhave
Boone, Iowa, Jan. 10.- Rushing ville; G. B. Durham, Evansville; H.
apply to recruiting officer, New Rieh:
Sleeping on a bed in a little house
-Henry Grief has moved his shop
H. Masather, Louisville; F. R. Quiry, Old phone 2070.
returned from St. Louis.
the
of
through
Plain
town
Belle
at
mood Howie, Padocah, Ky.
to Jefferson street between Fourth with the doors wide open and a draft
Miss Florence Schraeder, of India- the rate of 75 mileit an hour fast Hereford, Texas; F. W. Hefferman,
WANTED-A fresh Jersey cow.
blowing through in the most severe
and Fifth.
Greenfield.
Smock,
Morris
visit
napolis, will arrive Saturday to
mail N. 10 on tne
Northwestern St. Louis;
Addrees P., care The Sun.
-Henry Buck, colored, 20 years weather, H. Bottom, of 301 ClemMiss Ethel Brooks.
came near being wrecked, because Tenn.; J. L. Johnson, Jackson, wee;
WANTED-le girls 14 to Is years
to
mut
endeavoring
street
beep
ents
old, died on the Broadway road at 3
; A. W.
Fireman Pee-rick Leitalaw,
Mr. W. A. Carter, coach Inspector Engineer Lou Shull and
,skl. Apply in person. E. E. Suthlgo'clock this morning of lung trouble cure consumption with which dread
for the Illinois Central, has recov- Edward McVey, were badly scalded Carteg, Evansville.
land Meciksine Co.
at disease he has been suffering for
and will, be builed tomorrow
New Richmond-P. Payne, Mayered after a brief Illness and return- on account of a plug blowing out o/
more than a year. Last night, when
WANTF:13-A few boarders.. FirstPleasant Grove cemetery.
Local markets.
the boiler head. It was Impossible field; Mrs. P. A. Jones, Cave-Inof Padurahans were ed to work.
board and rooms, 14124 Broadclass
-Upright pianos from -$100 to the majority
R.
Ind.:
Dressed Chickens-23c to 55a.
went to Little Cy- Vo shut off the steam. Shull, who was Rock. Ill.; J. F. Guth, Dalj,
Veal
Rufe
Mr.
shivering after the sudden melange in
8200, to recluse our stock of slightly
W. G. Mil- way. Old phone 515.
Eggs-25c dos.
this morning to buy tobacco. literally co keel from head to foot, H. Garner, Bay City,
the temperature, he slept without a press
Plytnou.h
FOR SALE-Barred
used pianos we make these offers. W:
WoodMeKinney,
Butter--'25e, lb.
this morn crawled over the tender. where tae ler, Benton; G
left
Fitzpatrick
.11r.F.R.
fire in his open house. He Is extremeT. Miller & Bro., 518 Broadway.
Sweet Potatoes-Per on. 0)c.
for Kankakee, III.; to attend express messenger, thinking him a ville; A. Downes Murray; D. I.,. Grace, Rock.eggs, al pet setting of 15. Old
ii
live
low
not
to
ly
is
and
expected
-Dr. J. V. Voris, dentist. 200
oper, *Chica- 'phone 1440.
Country Hams--15c lb.
Nashville; Mai. E. H.
school.
two
with
revolver.,
him
met
bandit,
long
Pratiirnity building.
Mr. J. H isicPbeeters, of Clinam. but Shull got in add pulled the air go; Mrs. C.' L. Key, Arkadelphia,
FOR ALL kinds of carpenter work .Irish Potatoes-Per bu. 60c.
-Conetable e13. F. Sears yest4day
Green Sausage-10c Ile
who was operated on at Riverside brake just in time to prevent derail- Ark.; B. H. Davis, MOund City,
apply 0. M. Dodd, 164)9 Harrison, old
CAN
VHYTIM
afternoon attached a mule In the case
IDENTIFY..
Sausage-10c lb.
T. Cuttwall, New York; S. L. Rogers, pbone SO.
hospital yesterday is resting well to- ment.
_
of T. M. Cartee against Patti ReyCountry Lard-12c 1b.
S. Vickers, MetropoT.
Ciecinnate
day.
chelp
once,
at
buy,
-To
Presented
Prisoners
Will
Be
WANTED
Five
-no/dB for a debt of $11.
Celery-75c
bunch.
and
Russell,
Cincinnati.
ticket
M.
Ill.;
lis,
Mullaney,
city
Train.
Dynamite
J.
to
Mr.
Plot
D.
Before Her.
horse for light deirv`fff wagon, Ad-January 18 is the day set for
Turnips--50v bu.
Cincinnati, 0., Jan. 10.- Prisonle.-Miss freight agent of the N., C.,& St. L.
Richmond, Va., Jan.
dress "Ad's care Sun.
the sale of the stock of photograph
Partenips---$1.00 1)0.
Farmers Stack Grain.
e.
Gladys Shelton, victim of a brutal as- railroad, has returned from a meet- ers arreste - at Somerset, Ky., for
WILLIAMS Ferniture exchange,
Green Tomatoes-50c basket
the sys- counterfeiting have made a start- . Coffeyville, Ken, Jan. 10.- The
sault in Amherst county, will be tak- ing of the freight agents
Thies!. Furniture bought'
Turnips-Three for 10c.
ling confession of a plan to wreck Kansas fat mens and graineedealers 538 South
en to Lynchburg for the purpose of tem in Nashville.
Lettuce-10c.
phone
New
900-a.
sold.
and
Mr. David Reeves, ex-sheriff of a passenger train eon the Queen & are still hampered by being unable
Identifying her assailant.
Five neSpinach-50c be.
Faultthe
tur
yo
to
clothes
SENT)
at
on
the
operated
antseter-eleb
ral;road
grain.
-got
move
to
was
to
care
Crescent
groes are held to be taken before her. Marshall 'county,
Peas-10c tete
They are: Robert J. grain firm In this city could use less Pressing club, 302% Broadway.
No doubt the right man is In custody. Riverside hospital this morning. Mr. PaaarrIterk
Riibb .-16c each.
Drake & Browder, proprietors. Both
operBrookwas
Everett
and-.
and
get,
Bardwell,
to
able
It
weite,
than
cars
Sawyer,
Is
more
Miss Shelton says she will be able to Clem Riggs, of
Phones 1507.
• -17c lb.
-Hohe
shire and William J. Martin, color- grain Is being piled upon the ground
ideutify hire. Precautions were-tak- ated on yesterday at the hospital.
and
FOR SALE cheap-Showcases
bowpopular
of
III1Ccletatts
lack
the
for
ggvgste
of
Miteen,
places,
many.
in
They
ed.
Mr. Louis
en to prevent .te/f7nc91911.
marble soda water counter at 507
PADUCAH GRAIN MARKET.
agent of the Aetna Insurance com- they would use dynamite to wreck facilities. At Valeda, ten miles east
South Seventh street. E.. C. MerWheat--_175c bu.
passenthe
corn,
busirob
of
on
today
pile
a
place,
ls
that
and
of'
there
train
the
city
then
pany, was in the
Notice to Painters,
chant,
Corn-52c bu. in sacks.
gers. Their plan Included the murder estimated at 15,000_ bitskele, upon
kin aro asked for for painting the ness,
Corti-epee bu. in backs.
,
and
bats
WANTED-Keeond-hand
their
make
to
detective
Thie
and
Ailment.
Gardner
awaiting
ground
the
Bunk
railway
a
of
Police Judge
inside of the nounty jail. By seeing
Hay-Erom jobbers to retail deal•
any
kind,
any
buy
Will
burlap.
ls being ruined, as It is exposcorn.
Jailer J. W. Eaker the work to be Mr. Clem Wittemore, of Mayfield, are discovery more difficult.
grades. Choice Tim.,
era-Strict
freight.
pay
quantity.
anywhere.
Gardthoroughly
Is
and
weather.
Judge
pushing
today
the
ed to
done will be shown. The contract In the city
$20. No. 2. Tim.,
Tine.
1
No.
221;
Va.
Richmond,
Co.,
COAL A PLENTY.
water-soaked.' Reports from other Richmond Bag
will be let to the lowest and best ner's campaign for railroad commis$19. Fancy northern cloeer 120.
LUMP
conlike
CO.'S
COAL
show
PITTSBURG
Points
grain
district.
-shipping
bidder, at my office, 119 South oftener for this
WANTE'D-An Industrious young
From country wagons at Public qual Ific ditions
9
COAL
Mies Nellie Warren, of the CumberFourth street, at. 10 a. M. Monday,
man, 17 or 18 pears old, at once
ity medium to very poor, $11 to $17
LUMP
ILLS.,
CARTERVILLE,
to
gone
has
January toe 14th. The committee re- land telephone exchange,
Wages $20 per month and board. AdSW ton for ',Mous mixtures.
COAL
serves the, right to reject any or all her home in Carrsvills to visit.
dress R., catt,s(Sen office.
LUMP
KY.
TAYLOR,
OLD
tilde
FOR RENT---One nice furnished
motbammed ill Mims.
Ific
. ,
COAL
IsIlleTY ENTRIES.
J. J. BLE1CH,
room, with all modern conveniences
Tee enthrnneTeheran, Jan In
STORED
NOW
BUSHELS
23,000
Chairman of the Jail Corn.
at 123 North Seventh street, Phone tnent of the new shah. Mohammed '
ST.
Take
Will
R. E. Jones., of The Pines,
IN OUR SHEDS, 922 MADISON
2107.
All Mirs.a. huts been fixed for the
Some Prizes at Nashville.
MYTH 'PHONES: OLD 3.19, NEW
Assignee's Sete!
Chad*
festival on February 2. No
.1791.
Hi.t
i
EUBLIAN.
blacken
044.
BRADLEY BROS.
R. E. Jones, the well known poul- 338.
By order of the McCracken County
S. Third. Old phone 467. Superior disturbance of any kind has boon reship
will
Pines,
The
of
fancier
try
court.I will offer for wale at private
work guaranteed. Exclusive agent ported and the ceremonies, of the
Displays No it; mot ion.,
sale the entire Week and fixtures of fifty Wyandottes to Nashville next
for fore stone side wire tires, the funeral of the late shah proceseling
-Wil10.
Jan
Moe
Warrenton.
*how
poultry
there.
week
the
enter
to
the Ilawkins' Restaurant and Cafe on
Beef Fat netter and ;wen healthIn customary manner.'
beet rubber tiros made.
and tater this date at 417 Broadway. Last year he made the bent record liam Church, the etetthful riturtientir Jet than la.rd kosher rim ea lia II /141
ineorpora
..WELKEIL.--4.
that
.4..VICtS
7
and
-...catEr1
i...fostor
of.
dieplay,
be
_
ot..ang.
Jantlety 9 1907Usrittel''lestritet.frs
If the right 'person
would 0114
ry and igoncrete work a specialty
this year hls exhibit will surpass( lalle ing wife, was hanged- this Morning. topples. all kosher at
A. E. BOYD, Aseignee.
II
Pima
WI
brieg it out, the good that Iip oval
r fft sod Insibray.
Routh
126
490
Fourth.
office
Phone
Incident.
without
wse
execution
an
year.
The
Her
halm
ono
will
last
of
•••
JAKE 1111141ERMAN ,filliX'ERY
Residence phone 1237. Prompt at- the worst- of us would etirgriss
Eight Bell at Side Door.
ev- Tlie Condemned man displaying no
Mr. Per- Jordan went to Eddie entry in every event. Tiler., ai
CO.
BAKI
world.
tention to all estimates.
emotion
eral
prizes
cash
offered.
stile tbia rooming on business.
Police Court. '
W. J. Carrell was fined $5 and
costs for breach of peat*, and W. N.
Mullen summoned to be placed under
a peace bond. The two had a difficulty several days ago.
Dr. B. B. Griffith was presented for
permitting his horse to run at large
In the city limits, and the case left
open.

WING to the unusual weather this
season we find that our stock of
furs has not moved as it should, containing many handsome fur pieces. In
order to move these we offer an Ladies'
or Children's Fur Piece at

O

FURS

FURS

. 1-4 Off

A large line of

wrs

Kutting Tables

RUDY, PHILLIPS & CO.

OFF

And

OFF

FURS

Kard Tables

.LOC.1L - LINES.

This week as follows:

$1.00 Tables at
_ $3.00 Tables at

▪

-

- 73c

- $2.57

-

Skip 2.

p.

GEO.0. HART & SONS CO
TIPS.

TODAY'S MARKETS

C.

of

ivery

after January
ON 1,and1907,
we will

close our store at 10
o'clock on week nights,
except Saturday, and at
o'clock Sunday nights.
Customers wishing prescriptions or medicine
after these •hours will
find night bell at side
door on Fifth ftfeet.

R. W.WALKER CO.

ass
fDR1-70018714

j
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inE PADUCAH EVENING SUN.
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7

,lflake a fin neer
which ue life*, so that citizens in
that part of :he eity may get to town.
He said their addition bad been forced to eoarie into the city limits, had
paid $2.00U tam, and the-onle retnrn they received was empty promlees of relief.
Of Action in ordering Down
Mr. A. faanke, tne board's appointee to the position of sewer InSwinging Signs
spector, reported that the flush tanks
must be opened to prevent clogging
of the sewers. Mr. Keenler reported'
Traceless (7.ompany Is Notified That that tae pumping station was now in
Broadway Now alum( Be
operation and that it Wend' be „sufHurried l'p.
frclent to reileve the sewers.
A bad piece in front of the street
ear Plied on Broadway was ordered
WORKS DEPART4ENT relieved. The street ear company expects to pave this place when the
.
- veather will permit, but temporary
relief was ordered. The street
InCity Solicitor Jemes Campbell, Jr., spector was instructed to use ten
in compliance with the request of loads of gravel around the city
the board of public works at its scales. The Thirteenth street fill,
meetiew
yeeerday afternoon, will where the sewer contractors are
aid the city attorney in fignting the dumping their surplus dirt, was reeuits brought against the city on ac- ported in good condition.
count of the board's orders to reCity l'Auditor Kirkland reported
move all signs. not electrically
il- that many of the market stall renters
luminated The beard In issuing the have paid their. licenses and the
order based authority on the city others will do so soon.
Several
ordinance giving it the power to changes were made by persons givregulate the streets.
ing up their stalls. Several of the
A member of Folz's Dry Goods poles offered for sale by the Home
company. on Broadway, was present Telephone
company were found
in the meeting to protest against re- available and purchased. by the city.
moving the sides to their awning The Illinois Central railroad reportWhich the street inspector had order- ed that Hatahan'a addition would be
ed removed because they had the drained properly and immediately.
name of the firm printed on them.
President Wilhelm and Dr. Taylor
She was told the order wo.,:d ho:d were present at the meeting.
provided the city won out in the
Litigation on the subject of sign rexA Venally Reunion.
,
ti',a,tions.
The Nashville, Chattanooga & St.
A ccammenication was ordetgd ad- Louis railway, through its fre:ght
dressed to 'the Paducat Traction traffic department, has Inaugurated
company, calling attention to 'the a eon of famliy reunion, at which all
siow reeonetruction work on Broad- members of this department may
way and notifying it that the city meet together and discuss matters of
will finish the work and cnarge the !Merest to the department and make
cost to the Paduc-ah Tractioft eompa: suggestions for the betterment of
fly, unless greater speed in the work improvement of its several lines. The
Is made. The filler used on the street meeting' lasted two days and was
also is tie- right to be of an inferior convened last. Tuesday in
Nashquality.
ville, in the bairla room of the Univer-

SOLICITOR AIDS
BOARD'S DEFENSE

'

NOAH'S ARK
After Inventory Sale Friday ad Saturday
An unreserved sale with reductions in each department

mum

Mach slower than anticipated watt eify club, Papers had been assigned
the action in toe market house case to the several representatives of tile
.before the board yesterday. After department and these were
read
Wes and discussed during the two days'
bearing the prinoals, Mr.
Flowers, Mr. Charle7 Greer, and sev- session last eight an old-fashioneral witnesses, the boa rd -awa ed ei southern darner was served at the
the
alft
to Mr. Flowers, the defend- Utopia. Among members of the
am. Mr. Greer said he -understood freight traffic department attendini
Mr. Flowers had sub-rented the stall the sessions are:
T.
J.
Mulcontrary to the regulationna and Mr. laney, freight and ticket agent, PaFlowers answered that ,he had done ducah; and• E. S. Burnham, local
eo several years ago. but not since agent.
the rule had been passed forbidding
it. They got Into a spirited discusCollin Floated Across ("reek.
sion of each other's conduct in the
Murphy-1,1)mo, III., Jan. 10.-High
peat, which the board eulod out as water delayed for three days the
irreievaaitt. Mr. Greer asserted that filbert! of John Pearce, west of MurMr. Flowers merely secured a part- physboro
He died Saturday and,
erste ner before the first of the year, in
while a member of he ramtly was In
enter to get a renewal of tne Menge town getting a coin!, the water III a
and that the rest of the term, he sub- creek rose to a point which preventrented- the stall. The board ruled ed nis recrossing on the return
that It must be proven that he ou.b- home. This morning a skiff was haulrented the stall attar tithe of the re- ed --from Marphysboro to the plaice,
newal, to take away the stall, and titer which the coffin was floated
that what .he did last month or sev- and towed behind )he boat to the
-ern/ months ago-:004?!4"-- -4344 Inteteree of toe dead man.
brought up against him naw. Mr. F.
E. Metztee. corroborated Me. Flow
-I Great Novelist (dictating)--The
ers' testimony.
itorm increased in fairy, rain fell Pe
Suburban I.ife.
eirrente and the gale s'nrleked ell
The glorious enaurban life was .Ight like-like-what shall I say'.;
shown up in its true colors by Mr. neereta.ry I father of three)-Like a
Metzger, who risked the board to. taby cutting Its teeth.
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White percelain dinner plates,
per set

coe

..30c
White porcelain cups and saucers,
per set
30c
Open chambers worth rae .....
28c

1

.14211e4
et. ,
1940
4°
lit 2
°et gs.
44p
tft, 4.
.16.t.,97,9

Covered chambers, worth 50c .....
39c
Bowls and pitchers, fancy shape,
value $1.25, at .
99c
14 qt. blue and white dish pans, first
quality. heavy stock, worth 61c.
48'
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OFFICERS-C. B. Nordeman, President; Chas. B Norton, Vice,-Prefil
dent: Chas, Schutt, Secretary; Geo. C. Summers, Treasurer; Henry Enos
Tuley, Medical Director; Jas R Dalin, General Counsel.
ADVISORY BOARD-V. H. Englehard, A. V. Ford, W. H. Bradbury,
C. W. Chambers, Robt. E. Woods, Fred Levy, Claude Hal this.
We recognize the one great and only principle in Insurance, PROTEC.
TION. Write or call. Agents wanted.

W. A. WARD, District Agent, 1131 S. Fourth, Paducah, Ky.
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Watch the Stamp to See the Age
Early Times and Jack Beam
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trade and will pick up the Harley
on the up trip to Evansville.
'Fires were kept under the shaft of
the John S. Hopkins all last night in
an effort to remove the flanges and
LITTLE
cranks They will tie sent to lfivansATTEMPTS TO LURE
vine to be plaeed on the new shaft.
CHILD AWAY FROM HOME.
River tages.
The S. H. H. Clark passed up last
0.2 rise
Cairo
0.5 fall night with a big tow of empties for
Chattanodga
Cincinnati
.....38.7 0.3 fall Pittsbnrg from the lower Mississippi
Switch Engine Backs Down Between
0.4 fall river.
Evansville
....
Captor and captive and She
The Peters Lee :eft Memphis yes6.0 0.7 fall
Florence
Escapes.
15.8 2.5 foil terday at noon and will not arrive
Johnsonville ..
15.7 0.1 rise 'here until Friday afternoon on the
Louisville
22.0 0.4 rise up trip to Cincinnati.
Mt. Carmel
The Kentucky will be dne out of
17.4 1.5 ran
A dastardly attempt at kidnaping Natobville
1-7.6 6.6 rise the Tehnessee river tonight or early
was made by ta -unknown man in Pittsburg . .
-10.1 0.1 fall tomorrow.
Cairo late Tuesday afternoon, the St. Danis
Not until yesterday was the Chat0.1 fall
story of which hag just been made Mt. Vernos
39.0 0.2 fall tanooga taken out on the ways at
public, saie the Cairo Bulletin.
Paducah
Mound CRY.
Helen Scott, the a-year-oId daughThe Dick Fowler left on tima for
A tall of 2 since yesterday mornMara ter of Mr. and Mrs. 0. H. Scott, of
42e Eighth ateetet, while playing on ing Is not much, still it is a fall, and Cairo this morning and, will have a
the sidewalk in front of her home, as thin indications are for continued big tobacco trip back tonight.
A new wheel is being built on the
was accosted by a white men who falling a gleam of hope may be seen
asked the child if she would go wil.h la the threatening cloud of flood wa- Kit ()arson.
•‘2%01ESULAING.7.1.; 1-•"012 /314:44C OR INJURED
him. The little one refused and he ter. The stage this morning was at
Orion Day and Night.
the
Official Forecasts.
then asked her to show him where 39 feet. Business is good at
Now Phone,.334.
Old Phone 64)9
The Ohio at Evansville will probwharf, considering the crippled conthat
name
lived,
Mrs.
giving
Blank
a
213 SOUTH THIRD STREET
ably continue falling during the next
Is unknown in that neighborhood. He dition of some of the packet lines.
In the event of a flood similar to two or three days. At Mt. Vernon
then took the chald in his arms and
1884, where would all the saiffs not Much change during the next 12
sallmmolsommommmismomln walked hurriedly out Eighth street needed to conduct the simple opera'to 24 'hours, thilti fall. At
Padneah.
yards.
to the Mobile & Ohio railroad
or
The child Screamed as he walked tions Of living in a flooded town, be will commence falling tonight
away with her and he slapped her, found? Paducan has remarkably few Friday. At Cairo WM continne risskiffs. And with the demand from ing during the next 12 to 24 bouts,
according to the little girl's story.
A freight car was standing on the *groceries and other supply house*, come to a stand at about 43 feet, and
track in the ykds and the kidnaper, to say nothing of the demand from remain nearly stationary fora -day or
finding that the doors were olosed set rdinacy aid-tens, the city would be two.
The Tennessee from
Florence to
the child down on the ground while paralyzed itultetrially. True light
the
month, will continue falling.
several
boats
Made
could
Johnny
be
he opened the door. Inatinctivelye the
The Mississippi from Chester
to
little one realized her danger and she hundred a day, hut before the deimmediately ran across another track Mand had been supplied ninch !neon- Cairo not much change during the
toward home. As if providential, be- vefflenee prabably would be felt. In next 24 hours.
The Wabash at Mt. Carmel will
Fire, cyclone, Life, bonds,'
accident, 1;4bility,
fore the man saw her escaping, a such an event It is probable that the
steamboats ,would be requisitioned continue rising during the .next 24
switch
engine
and
cars
hacked
down
health, marine, boiler, plate glass,
hours.
on the latter track, preventing the for their skiffs.
-Three huge mantes at Cairo Pump43/Ampbell
villain from pursuing the child who
ran borne In great fright and told ing a million galidns a Minute, are
LECTTRE ON INDIANS.
town
her mother of her scape. The little an interesting sight In *that
girl's clothing was muddy as the re- They are used to keep the Seep water Major F.. H.
Cooper Will Appear at
eale111111111111a
sult of being placed on the ground in down. Now some imaginative InhabHigh School.
itant of that American Holland, has
the railroad yards.
The kidnaper Is described by the suggested that the Ohio river be run
Major E. H. (Wiper, of the Cities.
child , as being a "bad poking man" through Cairo by thesse pumps, and
go Academy vpf Science, will term/
the sand allowed to delimit, thus
with red hair and whiskers,
in the High school auditorium. this
building uu the city. The scheme Is
afternoott and evening, and doubtpracticable and Is worthy of the best lees
Ida Eastwood.
a large eroord will be on hand
About I' ruary Pth we will take possession of our new store
Funeral services over the body of interest of the citizens. It would be to hear
him. MaJor Cooper has spent
the
occupied
1;i-eat
by
Ow
Pacille Ten and Ctiffro ('o.,
roomIda Eastwood, whp died from an over accomplished on the same principle Tears in the
tootenwest studying the
the
meantime
In
I3roltdway,
we
have
313
made, startling redose of morphine at her home, 103d that the local sand company secures country and its
people, and is one
ductions on our entire !inept Watches. Diamonds and Jewelry.
their
sand,
by
both
the
putnpaing
Kentucky avenue, Tuesday afternoon
et the here posted men on the stubwere held yesterday afternion
This for two reasons,- First, we wish to move as little as posat sand *ad water up together and al- Jere Major Cooper will
have stere3:n0 o'clock. The body was hurled lowing the water to run back Into opticon views
sible Of the present and, when we get into our new location,, we
to illustrate 1tt* lecIke river.
In Oak Grove cemetery.
ture, and will tench on the cliff
mean.to have a clean, new•stock. If you need anything' in our
The Joe Fowler came In late this dwellers, mining. Indians and the
line give its a call, for we have made a cut of 54 per cent in
"A good memory is essential to morning tem Evansville and left af- west in general.
many instances.
suctera," remarked the 'man
who ter taking on a big trip of tobacco.
prides hirneelf on his wisdom "Yea;
The .1. R. Richardson w1:1 bring
Tavgles.)--"If yon can't be a good
It Ainabicia a num tu reatualies Te kat the Hem, Wei*, down
frode atailet• hag.** .ialtt t lekfIeetr-trribeno 'Mother
• 'Empire Building
to forget." rep:led the wan situ) the wit tomorrow. The n if hard,ina
640 Bfbadway.
ii' the ofh
"be asdy,
good as yol
&thine air.
running In'atbe Evansville-Nalohtelle can."
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Bottled in Bond

The oldest bottling is spring '99
Exactly Eight Summers Old

SOLD EVERYWHERE

Removal Sale of A. Pollock's Jewelry Store

A. POLLOCK

r

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
House wiring, electric
_

plants installed.
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122-124 N.Pourth St.
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Will have to be done this Year, end
should the apportionment not allow
tale to be done, the accumuiated repairs of two 'ears will fall on the
department next year, The :onger
Plying between Memphis and
neglected the
street repairs are
Cincinnati pass PaduCab going
greater the cost. Less gravel was usup every Thursday for Evansin
than
sear
d on the streets last
ville, Louisville and Cineintusti.
In Final Message Before Re- Board o. Public Works Says any year for 20 years past.
Pose Paducah going down every
Another certain source of stroet
Saturday foe) Cairo, St. Louis
Report is Not Padded
tiringlrom Office
espouse this year, will be the care
and Memphis. Leave Memphis
,
of those streets over which the new
Tuesdeys and Cincinnati Wed----t
Author of -TOO Return of Sherlock Holiness'
sewerage district extends. In large
nesdays For passenger and
Chief Executive Does Not Usideretand Estinizites ,Expenae of Operations for part they are streets that have not
freight rates apply to
Veer 1907 in Detail for
BPoTHrRS
COPYRIGHT. 1593. BY hisitPel
Condition On Pacific: Coast
had a great deal of attention, and
e
Departntents.
at All.
while the contractors are obligated
in the condition
to replace them
Office Richmond House.
they found tnetn, it is evident that it
Our Stocks Aro Always Fresh
Telephone eti-11.
for the
with hardly a sign of life save far his MUST KEEP11
(Continued from Yesterday.)
P RT BRIDGE OVER ISLAND CREEK will require many months
. R 1A
RACES AA
oeeseseensw
And Great in Variety.
and the twitching of
streets to recover from such an opThe clear call of a military bugle thin breathing
scraggy throat. Now, however, he
AND
eration as Pigging sewer ditches. ' KVANEIVILLR;- PADITCAR
sang out in the morning air. With a his
opened his 'eyes and raised himself
Li
OAIRO
streets
new
cry of tonazeineut they all three craned
the
of
completion
The
slowly and painfully upon his elbow.
Tan-tub-us tip to 'his chin in water,
Sacremento, Cal., Jan 10.— The
forward ane peered over the edge.
will Increase the cost of (-leaning.
•
"What Is it, father? What can we do
the
tinder
lying
was
ship
A large
f,nal messuge of retiring (lover-nor yet djing of thirst, does not present Additions to the operating forces irt
(ineoroosetiel.
in
are
"We
Adele.
cried
yju?"
for
They
the
iceberg.
very shadow of
a sorrier speiataele-thaa- the -genes-al
flivaneville and PlIdEraii Pedalo,
Anierica, and herels Amory and here Pardee to the legielastire here today
several departments, with improveooked .stralgla down tipeu her snow
was composed for the most part of an council trying to make reasonable 'meats at the market house, where It
en."
.childr
your
I,
am
white deckm, fringed with shining brass
on
Roosevelt's Income cover a multitude of depart- is desired to erect glass framework
Preeident
But the old ruan shook his head. "The attack
cannon and dotted with seamen. A
Lord has brought me to the promised stand on the Japanese question. Tne ment estimates of expenses for oplittle clump of soldiers stood upon the
around tho exposed ends, to protect
land, but he has uot willed that I governor said the president was not eratiorte in 1907. The annual.. repoop, going through the manual ex
against the weather, the operation
at
"But
he.
said
It,"
into
should enter
(Daily'Except Sunday.)
aware ,of conditions on the Pacific port of the board , of public works and maintenance of 'the light plant
erciae, and it was from them Hint tha
wish. like Moses, to gaze
should
I
leest
so
Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
seeuded
aphad
modest
extremely
the
tall bad come which
for
calls
his
wrote
he
ecast
when
mesannual
it."
and sewerage system, an several Hopkins, lest -u Paducah fer Kean.,upon it If I cannot set foot upon
unexpectedly In the ears of the castprepriation of $52,000, and the city
A minute later the old merchant was sage to Congress
adeStionai needs, al. estimated ap- yule and wa3 andiage at 11 a. m.
aways. Standing back from the edge,
rechief's
the
fire
The Japanese and Chinese, he says' engineer's report,
on deck, and the two young men had
proalmatelly in detail, make the reSpecial excursion rate now in efthey had not only looked over the topseated hint upon a coil of rope with his are not good American eitizene and port, toe request of the board of
but
neighbor,
this
welcome
for $52.000 less imposing and fect frpm Paducah to Evansville and
of
quest
masts
4th and Broadway
n,
against the mese where he should never cat be.
-appropriatio
back
He upholds stoutly health, for a liberal
-they had themselves been invTeible
return, $4.00. Elegant music on the
more necessary.
be away fromm the crush. The soldlers the right of toe state to provide sep- and the 'various other departmental
from her decks. Now the discovery
boat. Table unsurpaseseL
was
the
into
report
dbwn
inspector's
The street
were already crowding
'Agent for original Allegretti
was mutual, as was shown by a chosays reports of necessary funds for opall were sa busy over their arate schools for Mongolians,
aud
boats,
yesterday
board
the
to
in
handed
rtle of houts and cries from beneath
will require a triumph of
STEAMER DICK FOWLER
Candies
own affairs that they paid no heed to separation Is necessary and declares eration,
them.
the and Mr. Elliott estimates that $34,- Leaves Paducah for Calro and way
group of refugees who bad that unles-e the courts shall decide to business acumen to distribute
little
the
000 will operate his department dur- landings at 8 a. m, sharp, daily exlint the three did not wait an ingathered round the stricken man. He the contrail:- the state will continue city's ineorste equitaely and advanstant. Sliding and scrambling down
ing 1907: $16,135.53 were spent in cept Sunday. Special excusion rates
i
to
side
front
painfully
head
his
turned
to administer its schodls as it sea fit tageously.
the slippery Incline, tile)' rushed, shoutre- now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
1906 and $1,134.34 were the
his
over
slowly
fell
lids
his
slde. anti
Governoe Pardee paid: .
The necessity of surrendering 35
ing. through the crack and into the
ceipts from all sources which were and return, with or without meals
had.been looking away out
which
eyes,
cave. where their comrades had just,
It is safe-to way that the president .....ento of Cr., tax rate to the schoo: turned into the.treasury. Mr. Elliott and room. Good music and table anpast Point Levi at the •rolling woods
,besn startled by the tsugle call while
-Fesii- portion of"h4 ,und will necessarily result In heroic reconimeteSs that the stables be mov- surpassed.
faroff mountains. Adele gave when he pennec
and-the
t the middle of their cheerless breakcry of despair and threw her anntai message upon the opening of treatment for the obese estimates of ed from back of the city hall, to the
quick
a
For further information apply to
fast. A few hurried words and the
arms round the old man's neck.
ill department's.
A. Fowler, General Pam. Agent, or
S.
to
the
refers
ne
in
whites
Congress
outlines
He
launched.
grounds.
been
had
leaky longboat
old hospital
dying, Amory; he is dying!" treatment of the Japanese in the Sar
mayis
tne
"He
In
Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
centers
Given
interest
All
their few possessions had been bunmuch repaving and guttering for toe
In most cases are direct results of
she cried. __
Fow le r-Cru ro baugh & Co's olive
ar's message, for in it and attaehed
not
of
was
aware
they were afloat once more.
and
sdhools
In
Francisco
dled
a
for
a
request
with
closes
and
year
WEAK KIDNEYEI and INFLAMA stern Franciscan friar who had
Both phones No. 33.
Pulling round a promontory of the berg,
the condition on the coast, asad es- hereto, are reports of departments clerk in his office and a street foreMATION OF TUE BLADDER. they found themselves under the stern been telling hisbeads Within a few
other
any
to
inaccessible
pecially in Californa. The people of Sitherto
paces of them beard the cry.
man.
The straiu on the Kidneys and in
of a fine corvet, the sides of which
T. LOUIS AND TENNESSEE
-tit understand han the mayor's eyes. The city en"He Is indeed dying." he said as be the eastern states do no
report of the
while
faces,
earned membranes lining the neck
Mr. Bundesman's
with
friendly
were lined
itivEs PAcosarr COMPANY
gazed, down at the ashen face. "Has that to permit. the immigration ,ol ;Weer's, and the fire chief's reports
iwsplested two adfrom the peak there drooped a huge
of the Bladder producing them
the old man had the sacraments of the only a small number of the Japanese for 1906 with estimates of operating Sewer department,
white banner mottled over with the
ditional men, new tools for keeping
pains.
churchr
IPOR TKNNKEISKIA K.I4110L
Cainese means monopolizing by rxpenses for 1907, have not been
golden !Mee of France. In a very
the sewers cleaned, and that the
But the old Huguenot bad opened atid
and
out, but leaving them
siven
,
few miuutes their boat had been haulthey
may
an
of
pursuits
such
them
his eyes, and with a last flicker of
present pumping station be _ dusais
uarnillg attentren To the-report --of
ed up. and they found themselves on strength he pushed away the gray engage tn.
be'bused
so that one could
*caied
mutt-of.
St.
ehristophe,
is
the
board or
.he board of public works, which
Cannot Be Absorbed.
hooded figure which bent over him.
should the other break down, and
mute de- Permitwar conveying
open
in
waearead
it
than
because
rather
bee
known
I
that
all
"I left
This monopoliza,tion would net mit
elite, the governor general of Canada, yield to you," he cried, "and think you
both used in emergencies as at presigate againet the public good were meeting yesterSay afternoon, It is
to take over his new duties.
Whew, the high water requires
ent
that you can overcome me now?"
the monopolizers capable of being ab- slaimed by the board that the necesr to keep the sewers open.
pimple
The Franciscan started back at the
apporal
the body politic in this tary paring process of
CHAPTER XIX.
words, and his hard, suspicious eyes sorbed into
Two doses give relief, and one box
Creek Brklge.
Islend
as
them,
bring
notLeave Paducah for Teanoseer Alves
will
lonments
UnSINGULAR colony it was of shot from be Catinat to the weeping generation or even the next.
will cure any ordinary case of KidA net/ bridge over Island Creek
Every Wednesday at 4 p. an.
however, neither the 'requently happens, down to a healthe shipwrecked party girl_
which
fortunately
ney or Bladder trouble. Removes
feature of the A. W. WRIGHT
Kasten
a'
will
be
probably
a
will
work
fact
a
as
hut
figure
t(
Huguenots,
he
are
found themselves now to be
appear
"So!" said be. "You
Japanese nor the Chiloese
Gravel, cures Diabetes, Seminal
nothing to EUGENE ROBINSON
board's report, though
members. The St. Christophe
bardanip on the city.
of abeorbtion and assimi
capable
be
Emissions, Weak and Lame Back, had left Rochelle three weeks before tthen""Hush: Do not wrangle .before a
This company Is not responsible
The estimate of the board of pith- accomplish the project Is-expected exlotion into the ,mase of our people
Rheumatism and all irregularities
City En- for invoice charges unless collects*
with four small consorts conveying 500 man who Is dying'." cried De Catlnat
peopli ic works for operating expenses, it cept through a bond issue.
a
that
expect
to
useless
is
I:
of the Kidneys and Bladder in both ,oldiere to 'help the straggling colony In a voice as fierce as his own.
not by the clerk of the boat.
s claImed, calls only for an ansount gineer Washington t.lt-inks that,
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required
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$25,000
than
less
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for
necessary
istics and clyiilization can ever me oneidered
had.beemne separated, however, and Amos Green solemnly.
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COMMENCING SATURDAY
SPECIAL _LOT MEN'S SUI fS
ONE-HAKREGULAR PRICE
NOTHING CHARGED

GREATEST CUT OF ALL
250 MEN'S SUITS AT

FIFTY CENTS ON THE DOLLAR

COMMENCING SATURDAY
SPECIAL LOT MEN'S SUITS
ONE=HALF REGULAR PRICE
NOTHING CHARGED

UR Special Sak of Odds and Ends in Men's Suits commences Saturday morning, January 12, and we have placed upon two of
our immense clothing counters about 250 Suits. We went through our stock and, wherever we found only one or two pits
of a size or pattern left, a clean cut of SO per cent was made. They are mostly this season's goods and come in single and
double breasted, black and fancy, cassimeres, cheviots and Oxfords, plaids and stripes; splendidly tailored and well worth The former
prices of $5.00 to $25.00 --now $2.50 to $12.50. It should be understood, however, that this special sale in no wise conflicts with our
regular January Clearance Sale, in which our entire line of Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats and Topcoats is being offered at the remarkablq reductions mentioned -below. ft we could but demonstrate the full meaning of these great price reductions, our work of
clearance would be easy. Ink and paper are but poor means of expression---and we recognize that our past reputation rather than
our present words will influence you to buy now.

O

Special Lot Suits 1=2 Off

See the Window Shows

SEMI=ANNUAL CLEARANCE
Men's Suits and Overcoats
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats and Topcoats,
formerly $40 and down
Suite, Overcoats, Raincoats and Topcoats,
formerly $25 and down
SttitsQuer_coats, Raincoats and Topcoats,
formerly $18 and do Nn
Suits, Overcoats, Raincoats and Topcoats,
,formerly $12.50 and down
Suits, Overcoats and Topcoats, formerly
16 50 and $7 50 now.

820 00
815,50
811.15
$825
$ 5,50

.ELOPING COUPLE FOUND DEAD. razor. The following note was left
by the murderer and suicide in exMan Takes Comlin's Wife Away, liAltS 'planation:
.e• her and Enda Own Life.
I bare done this because she proved
faithless to me. I love her better
.Denver, Jan. le.--When John Bean than my own life, and she was going
• a locomotive eng:neer of Pueblo, ar- to leave me and going back to her
rived here this morning in search of husband. Don't let him have our
his wife who had eloped
with his bc..dies.
E:wer Bean, the murderer, leaves
cousin, Elmer Bean, he learned that
. the couple had_been found dead in a ;a wife and 12-year-old daughter; Byrom* at 11.37 Twenty-first street.
1:ng, at Colorado Springs,
The husband had (ome in retiponse,
to a letter from his wife, who had re-' Progress begins when men realize
[tented, but the cotein had :earned of that all truth and virtue in the
his coming and strangled the woman, world were not cornered by their ana nd then cut his °en hroat with
(1.
,
t

Remnants Friday and
Specials

Odds. ati&Ends Meu'i $5.00 Suits.............-:-.

See the Windovv Shows

SEMI=ANNUAL CLEARANCE

$ 2.50

Odds and Ends Men'§ $7.50 Suits.3.75•
--Odds and Ends Men's $10.00 Suits
-. 5.00
Odds and Ends Men's $12.50 Suits
6.25
Oods and Ends Men's $15.00 Suits.........._______7.50
Odds and Ends Men's $18.00 Suits......________-9.00
Odds and Ends Men's $20.00 Suits
------....--- 10.00
Odds and Ends Men's $2250 Suits
1 1.25
Odds and Ends Men's $25.00 Suits
12.50

Children's Department

1
M1,
4:4
,
,
,
,fnear7123,0

NS COPIMIU101'
409-415;BROADME

$1.50 Boys' Snits and Overcoats now
,$1.13
2.00 Boys' Suits and Overcoats now
1.50
2.50 Boys' Suits and Overcoats now
1.88
3.00 Bbys' Suits and Overcoats
..... 2.25
3.50 Boys' Suits and Overcoats now ..__________ 2.68
4.00 Boys' Snits and Overcoats now_
.
3.00
- 4.50 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
5.00 Boys' Suits and Overcoats now
3.75
6.00 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
4.50
6.50 Boys' Suits and Overcoats now_
4.88
7.50 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
5.63
8.00 itioys' Snits and Overcoats now.........-,
6.00
• 9.00 Boys' Snits and Overcoats now
---.:..---.- 6.75
10.00 Boys' Suits and Overcoats
7.50

BLUE. LAW'S LULING HOTEL'S ENI)
Boston Tavern Fails and Early Closing Hour* Are "stained.
- Boston, Jan. 14).-The Hotel Lexington, on Boylston street, formerl)
known as the Reyno:ds House, closed
ite doors last 'tight and James D.
Fanning, the proprietor, in anaemiclug h:s retirement, blames the blue
laws of the town.
"The old blue laws of the city and
°Specially the 11 o'clock closing law
have militated against the successful
conduct of-the-business of the house."
said Mr. Fanning. "We were dependent•In a very large measure upon the
after theater trade.
It was there
that the 11 o'clock closing law worked" against tire success of the hotel.
I ant going hack to Denver, where the
hotel business is prosperous."
The liabilities of the Company are
about $75,,ftee. The assets are small
and doubtful in value. Mr. Fanning
is a hotel man of laege experience in
Chicago and Denver and this is Hs
first failure:

Buy Good CoalmNot Clinkers
Tradewater Coal

Lump 15c a bushel

Nut 14c a bushel

Pittsburg Coal

Lump 15c a bushel

Nut 14c a bushel

BUYS PLOT POR ADANILESS EDE4

25

Misses' and Children's Coat Snits

On Bale FritlaY

at

will be

Chicago Woman Purchas.“.s 430,000
Acres to Colonize In Texas.

put

Half Price

Fort Wort/1,1.1'ex. Jan. 10.-Fifty
thousand acres of land in Refugia
county-, in the extreme southwestern
part of Texas, has been purchaeed
for a woman's colony. Announcement
was made here today that the deal
has been (dosed for Mrs. Mary E.
Hayden of Chicago. who, it is raid,
wel ['time to Texas next Month to
make the necetieare arrangements for
women to locate on the land. which,
emending to the proveetns, Is to -be
an "Adamless Eden."

These suits are this season's newest. The skirts
can'be worn separately all spring and the jackets
are good touvar separately all this season.

You can

get a suit for the cost of a skirt or jacket.

Samples
Of white embroidered Shirt Waists. We have just
bought a sample lot of Ladies' Shirt Waists which
we put on sale Friday at the cost of them.
(lei a Shirt Waist that is a month ahead of time at
the cost of the matetial.

R.emember_it's at

Ogilvie'
•
5.

1

West KentucKy Coal Co., Inc.
° C. M.Riker, Local Manager
Offk:.e and Yards Foot of Ohio St.

Etoth Phones 254

-Nicaragua .‘iding Honduras Revolt. rid to raufy the treaty of Ran .Jose. to it. City Solicitor Spruce, of Balti- the active list, oh its becoming va- wiepti and tokeshape the table at
That the Sewer' Corea; the Nicaraguan mini,- more, decided,yesterday that to pre- cant, was reached, Mr. Cooper, of whIeh the ministers of the office sit,
Washington, Jan.
revo:ution in liondurae is being aided ter, eald today was due-to the feeling serve the city's rights he would have Wisconsin, made a point of order whieh was formerly round and Is now
by the president 'of -Nicaragua Is the by the president of Nicaragua. that to appeal to the court of appeals be- against It which was unstained by rectangular .-- Boston Globe.
by fore Saturday. He had tr;ed , to ap- the chair. This leaves the grade df
advice received at the stale depart- the treety of Corinto, Initiated
him and signed by the other temtral peal previously, but Judge Sharp had lieutenant general as it now is. ,
meat today.
Will Support President.
The president of Honduras hair-no- American repub:les, covered the same objected to the admission of certain
'Washington, Jan. 10.- Senator
tified Costa Rica of his intention to ground, and therefore the San Jose testimony. To have the testimony adBlackburn, leader of the Democrats
Tir .intmut.
abie Chincee.
send:troop* of the Nicaragitan fron. treaty waseinneeteelary,'
mitted required argument, hut when
The Weal:ern "nal;one are just
:
.
wait In' the Senate, said: "The Detnooratic
tier to s1rpore4; the revolutionar)
Mr. Sprucesought the judge he ?mufti Ina up the fact that you can't change settatoril have egtored Into an agreemovement. The: department Is fur- Maryland Judge /loin* e -Hearing that he att? in New York. He celled a Chinaman. Underprersnre he will ment that they
will support the
Over Phone,
titer advised that Nicaragua was a
him up by phone, and, bn learning make promises, but. he reserves to president in the Brownsville affair.
New York, Jan 10.-Judge Sharp, that the judge would listen to argu- himself the privilege of not keeping Through whatever turns it may talcs',
party to the,tresty of peace end amity
of San Jose, but Costa Rica declined of the Maryland cettirt of appeals, who ment, he and Assistant ORY Solicitor them When thua made
After the they believe H. to be their duty to
Is In this city on a vhit and is at the Ritchie and Goldsmith argued for "Moser" uprising the Powers Off
gland by the president so long as -he
to ratify It.
The treaty of San Jose was the out- Waldorf-Arstora, held a hearing yes. about a quarter of an hour.
'horn China a treaty, in which a pro- continues to protect communities of
mise was made of reform. in the for- American citizens from the outrages
come of the Marblehead egreemente bstSita_y_ over the bong-distance t'•
Guatemala, phone betieen this iety and Balti- Grade of Lieutenant General Stand* eign effice or teung-11-eamen.
which was tontine(' to
It of colored, troops,"
Washington, Jan. 19.1- T No house ?NM appears that the Chinese had no
Salvador and Honduras. The Marble- More. The este. was ,that of Haitihead.
. however, lartryided nurCsXór .;tad _ nit" soticiter today went Into it-Caltlinittee or „pp.- idea of treating tha./oreigsn raprasen011 painting was an art Ihavrrsghfor negotlattOns looking to a further againat n corporation known ret the whole fOr the further consideration tatfves any better then tbey had be- ly understand by the ancients, but
treaty at Ran,Joete Thilt latter treaty Canton company, which claims a park of the rtny appropriation hill. When fore. The extent of their reform of was lost sight of, and only revived
In Baltimore ratted Clanton park Bal- the p. ragrapli abolishing the grade tho foreign office haa beau to change about the end.of the thirteenth cenNicnregita now reendlatee.
The fact that Nicaragua had reins- timore contends that the titiabelongs of 1-1
ant general of the army on Re name frost tating-11-7ame9 te wat- tury A. D:
.,ite
ail
4
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